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Abstract

It has been proposed that long-term memory encoding is not only dependent on engaging task-relevant regions but also on disengaging task-irrelevant regions. In particular, oscillatory alpha activity has been shown to be involved in shaping the functional architecture of the working brain because it reflects the functional disengagement of specific regions in attention and memory tasks. We here ask if such allocation of resources by alpha oscillations generalizes to long-term memory encoding in a cross-modal setting in which we acquired the ongoing brain activity using magnetoencephalography. Participants were asked to encode pictures while ignoring simultaneously presented words and vice versa. We quantified the brain activity during rehearsal reflecting subsequent memory in the different attention conditions. The key finding was that successful long-term memory encoding is reflected by alpha power decreases in the sensory region of the to-be-attended modality and increases in the sensory region of the to-be-ignored modality to suppress distraction during rehearsal period. Our results corroborate related findings from attention studies by demonstrating that alpha activity is also important for the allocation of resources during long-term memory encoding in the presence of distracters.

INTRODUCTION

In our daily life, our sensory systems are bombarded by sensory information of which only a small fraction needs to be remembered, for example, when reading a paper while ignoring colleagues conversing in the background. This implies that we rely on mechanisms that maintain relevant information to be encoded and, just as importantly, mechanisms for suppressing irrelevant information to be ignored.

Oscillatory activity in the alpha band (8–12 Hz) has been proposed to play an important role in the engagement and disengagement of sensory areas depending on task demands (Klimesch, 2012; Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Klimesch, Sauseng, & Hanslmayr, 2007). The alpha rhythm reflects active inhibition or top–down processing and might serve to direct information flow through the brain and allocate resources to relevant regions (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). Various studies on attention and working memory support this mechanism. For example, hemispherically lateralized alpha activity is observed in visual attention tasks, where alpha power decreases contralateral to the attended side while it relatively increases contralateral to the ignored side (Kelly, Lalor, Reilly, & Foxe, 2006; Worden, Foxe, Wang, & Simpson, 2000). This lateralized alpha activity correlates with visual detection performance (Handel, Haarmeyer, & Jensen, 2011; Thut, Nietzel, Brandt, & Pascual-Leone, 2006). A similar phenomenon is found during saccade planning (Medendorp et al., 2007) and somatosensory working memory tasks (Haegens, Luther, & Jensen, 2012; Haegens, Handel, & Jensen, 2011). In cross-modal paradigms, visual alpha appears when attention is allocated to the auditory modality (Fu et al., 2001; Foxe, Simpson, & Ahlfors, 1998; Adrian, 1944). Furthermore, increased alpha activity in supramarginal gyrus (SMG) has been reported when attention is deployed to the visual modality (Mazaheri et al., 2014). Since a number of neuroimaging studies have indicated a critical functional role of the SMG in higher-level auditory processing (Sabri et al., 2008; Gaab, Gaser, Zaehele, Jancke, & Schlaug, 2003; Celsis et al., 1999), it was suggested that the increase of alpha power in the SMG reflects inhibition of nonvisual processing. Moreover, increased alpha power after a cue to ignore the item can aid STM, supposedly filtering out incoming information (Dube, Payne, Sekuler, & Rotello, 2013; Payne, Guillory, & Sekuler, 2013; Sauseng et al., 2005). Likewise, a recent long-term memory (LTM) study demonstrated that visual alpha activity could serve to block memory encoding when directed by a cue (Park et al., 2014). However, little is known about the role of alpha activity during LTM encoding in the presence of distractors in a cross-modal setting.

We hypothesize that alpha oscillations play a functional role for the allocation of resources in a cross-modal memory task. In our paradigm, we presented participants with auditory (words) and visual (pictures) stimuli simultaneously. Participants were instructed in blocks to attend to one of the modalities while ignoring the other.
Consequently, we expect modulations of alpha activity during encoding in extended visual and auditory areas to be predictive of subsequent LTM performance. To investigate this, we recorded ongoing brain activity using magnetoencephalography (MEG). This allows for characterizing the temporal characteristics of oscillatory brain activity in the involved brain regions.

METHODS

Participants

Twenty participants (21–28 years, 12 women) gave written informed consent to participate in this study. All participants were reported to be right-handed, native Dutch speakers, and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The study was approved by the local ethics committee (CMO Region Arnhem/Nijmegen).

Stimuli

We selected 648 high-frequency (>90 occurrences per million) concrete Dutch nouns with a word length of 2–13 letters from the Celex database (celex.mpi.nl). High-quality auditory stimuli were recorded by a native female Dutch speaker and further trimmed to 600 msec duration using the Goldwave software (www.goldwave.com). For the visual stimuli, images that matched the words were selected from the Internet. These images were resized to 400 × 300 pixels with Adobe Photoshop CS2, converted to grayscale, and normalized with the SHINE toolbox to have matching luminance (Willenbockel et al., 2010).

The words were presented via MEG-compatible wire tubes, and visual images were projected onto the screen using a liquid crystal display video projector (Sanyo Pro Xtrax Multiverse, Secaucus, NJ; refresh rate of 60 Hz). The visual angle of the stimuli was 8° horizontally. The volume was adjusted individually to make sure that participants could hear the auditory stimuli clearly and feel comfortable at the same time. The experiment was controlled by Psychtoolbox software (psychtoolbox.org).

Experimental Design

The experiment consisted of an encoding and a recognition session (Figure 1). The encoding session had six blocks, alternating between Attend-Visual and Attend-Auditory. Each block had 36 trials in which visual and auditory stimuli were presented simultaneously (pictures and spoken words were always incongruent). A trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross (400 msec). Subsequently, the stimuli were presented (600 msec), followed by a 3000-msec rehearsal period. In the Attend-Visual condition, participants had to encode visual images while ignoring the concurrently presented words, and vice versa in the Attend-Auditory condition. Before each block of 36 stimuli, a visual cue indicated which modality to attend. In total, 216 pictures and 216 words were presented of which half were attended. In the recognition session, previously presented items were randomly intermixed with 108 new visual and 108 new auditory stimuli (foils). Participants were instructed to indicate if they had seen a given item in the encoding session by pressing one of three buttons corresponding to “new,” “don’t know,” or “old.”

MEG data were recorded with a 275-sensor CTF Omega whole-head gradiometer system (VSM MedTech, Coquitlam, BC, Canada). Two sensors were not functioning because...
of technical problems and were ignored in the analysis. The data were sampled at 1200 Hz and low-pass filtered at 300 Hz. Head localization was done before and after the experiment using marker coils that were placed at the cardinal points of the head (nasion, left and right ear canal). The head position was continuously monitored online and adjusted if head motion exceeded 5 mm (Stolk, Todorovic, Schoffelen, & Oostenveld, 2013). The magnetic fields produced by these coils were used to estimate the position of the participant’s head with respect to the MEG sensor array. In addition, bipolar electrodes were attached to record the electrocardiogram and EOG.

After the MEG recording, participants underwent an anatomical MRI scan using a 1.5-T Siemens Magnetom Avanto MRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). To realign the MEG source reconstructions and the structural MRI data, earplugs containing oil with vitamin E were placed in the ear canals during MRI acquisition.

Data Analysis
The data acquired in the encoding session were analyzed using the FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011). First, trials with high variance because of MEG sensor jumps, movement, or muscle artifacts were removed based on visual inspection (on average 6% of the trials). Furthermore, we used independent component analysis to identify components reflecting eye artifacts. These components were then removed from the data. Following artifact rejection, the trials were sorted according to the conditions. Three participants were excluded because of abundant eye blinking, muscle activity, and movement artifacts during the recording sessions. One more participant was excluded because of electronic failure, leaving data sets for 16 participants (nine women).

Spectral Analysis
Epochs of 5 sec, including a 400-msec fixation period preceding the onset of stimulus presentation, 600 msec of stimuli presentation, and 3000 msec of rehearsal period were used in the time–frequency (TF) of power analysis. Additionally, 500-msec time windows preceding the baseline and following the end of the rehearsal period were included to avoid edge effects in the subsequent TF analysis. A time–frequency representation (TFR) was calculated for each trial using a fast Fourier transform using a taper approach applied to a sliding time window moving in 50-msec increments. For the analysis in the 5–30 Hz range, we applied an adaptive time window of five cycles for each frequency (e.g., \( \Delta f = 500 \text{ msec for } f = 10 \text{ Hz} \)). Before the Fourier transform, a Hanning taper of the same length was multiplied to each segment. The power was averaged over trials for each condition first and then a logarithmic (base 10) transform was applied to reduce interparticipant variance. The difference between conditions was calculated as log-transformed power difference. Because we applied a block design, there might have been systematic differences in the baseline intervals. Thus, the TFRs were not baseline-corrected.

Source Analysis
To identify the sources of the oscillatory activity, we applied a beamforming approach in the frequency domain based on an adaptive spatial filter approach (Gross et al., 2001). Cross-spectral density matrices were calculated from the Fourier transformed data for each condition. Realistically shaped single-shell descriptions of participants’ brains were constructed from each individual’s anatomical MRI. The brain volume of each individual participant was divided into a grid with a 0.8-cm resolution and normalized to the template MNI brain (International Consortium for Brain Mapping, Montreal Neurological Institute, Canada) using SPM8 software (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The lead fields were calculated for each grid point. Then, a spatial filter was constructed for each grid point using the cross-spectral density matrices for the frequency of interest and the lead fields. The spatial distribution of power of oscillatory activity was estimated in each condition, whereas the cross-spectral densities were calculated for the Fourier transformed combined data.

The grid points (“voxels”) included in ROIs were selected on the basis of Anatomy toolbox in SPM8 (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). We used the following two ROIs: occipital cortex (including bilateral occipital superior cortex, bilateral occipital middle cortex, and bilateral occipital inferior cortex) and SMG (bilateral SMG) for later cluster analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Nonparametric cluster-based randomization tests were applied to the sensor and source data (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). This test controls for Type I errors in situations involving multiple comparisons by clustering neighboring sensors or gridpoints. We averaged over the time and frequency of interest. Sensors/gridpoints become part of a cluster when the dependent samples \( t \) value between the conditions exceeded an a priori threshold (\( p < .05 \)), and these were subsequently clustered on the basis of spatial adjacency. The cluster-level statistic was defined as the sum of the \( t \) values over the sensors/grid points in the cluster. The cluster with the maximum sum was used as a test statistic. By randomizing the data across the two conditions and recalculating the test statistic 1000 times, we obtained a reference distribution of maximum cluster \( t \) values to evaluate the statistic of the actual data.

RESULTS
Behavioral Outcomes
Behavioral results from the recognition session are reported in Figure 2. Trials in the recognition session were
classified as correctly identified stimuli (HIT), unrecognized old stimuli (MISS), correctly rejected new stimuli (CR), and new stimuli incorrectly identified as “old,” that is, false alarm (FA). A 2 × 3 repeated-measures ANOVA analysis of recognition rate with the factors Modality (auditory, visual) and Attention (attend, unattended, foils) revealed significant main effects for Attention, $F(2, 30) = 186.82, p < .001$, and significant Modality × Attention interaction, $F(2, 30) = 11.25, p = .001$ (Greenhouse–Geisser Corrected). There was no main effect for Modality. The recognition rate for the attended stimuli (auditory: 60.8 ± 17.0%; visual: 75 ± 14.7%) was significantly greater than for the unattended stimuli as shown in Figure 2A. These results demonstrate that participants remembered more attended compared with unattended items. Furthermore, the low FA rate for the foils indicated that random guessing was relatively low during retrieval. Regarding the RT (Figure 2B), there was a main effect for Modality, $F(1, 15) = 10.40, p = .021$, but only a trend for Attention, $F(2, 30) = 4.47, p = .061$. No significant Modality × Attention interactions were found, $F(2, 30) = 0.64, ns$. Participant response was faster in visual conditions than auditory conditions (Attend-Visual: 0.38 ± 0.12 sec; Attend-Auditory: 0.49 ± 0.24 sec; Unattended-Visual: 0.49 ± 0.18 sec; Unattended-Auditory: 0.64 ± 0.38 sec; Foils-Visual: 0.50 ± 0.28 sec; Foils-Auditory: 0.75 ± 0.66 sec). Memory performance was further assessed by the standard $d'$ measure calculated for Attend-HIT versus FA rates, and “compliance” was computed by the $d'$ measure between Attend-HIT and Unattended-HIT rates in visual and auditory modalities, respectively (see Park et al., 2014, for the compliance measure). The higher $d'$ value (Figure 2C) for the visual modality suggests that the visual task was easier than the auditory task. Moreover, the high $d'$ values for compliance indicated that participants did follow the attention cueing.

Temporal Modulations in Alpha Power Suggest a Two-stage Process during LTM Encoding

We first set out to investigate the difference in oscillatory activity when comparing Attend-Visual with Attend-Auditory memory encoding. The TFRs of power were calculated per trial and averaged for the different conditions. Figure 3A shows two distinct phases of modulations in the alpha band during rehearsal. During the first second after stimulus offset, alpha power was higher in the visual as compared with the auditory condition. Subsequently, it was higher in the auditory as compared with the visual condition. To
avoid interference from early visual evoked responses and to dissociate early and late effects, we focused the subsequent analysis on the following two time windows: early rehearsal (1–1.6 sec after stimulus onset) and late rehearsal (1.6–2.6 sec after stimulus onset). A nonparametric permutation analysis resulted in a cluster of sensors located over occipital-parieto regions in both intervals (1–1.6 sec: \( p = .003; 1.6–2.6 \text{ sec}: p = .048; \) Figure 3B). Source reconstruction using a beamforming approach revealed that the early power decrease was produced in visual areas and an increase in right SMG (visual areas: \( p = .003; \) SMG: \( p = .046; \) Figure 3C, left). This suggests that alpha power decreases in the visual system to support memory encoding of visual compared with auditory items. We speculate that the right SMG alpha power increases to prevent auditory encoding. In the late rehearsal period, alpha power showed a relative increase in visual cortices and SMG (visual areas: \( p = .043; \) SMG: \( p = .048; \) Figure 3C, right). This finding suggests that the visual cortex and right SMG is blocked by an alpha increase during the later part of the rehearsal period when comparing visual to auditory items. This might reflect the disengagement of occipital areas preventing interference from the visual system. In short, this modulation of alpha power suggests two phases during LTM encoding. Note that this finding just as well also reflects an early increase in occipital alpha associated with the encoding of auditory items. We will next consider the Attend-Visual and Attend-Auditory conditions in more detail to bring further insight into this issue.

**Subsequent Memory Effect for Visually Attended Items**

Next, we set out to identify the temporal dynamics reflecting subsequent memory effect (SME) for visually attended items. We chose the time windows based on the findings from Figure 3. Note that this contrast (auditory versus visual) is orthogonal to the subsequent memory contrast. Figure 4A shows the TFR of power for later remembered (HIT) versus later forgotten items (MISS) for the visually attended items (log power difference). We refer to this contrast as the Attend-Visual SME. The TFRs revealed an initial decrease in alpha activity for the Attend-Visual SME over posterior sensors during early rehearsal (Figure 4A). A cluster-based randomization test showed that the effect was significant in the alpha band activity in occipital sensors in the early rehearsal period (\( p = .008; \) Figure 4B). Sources reflecting the relative alpha power decrease for the Attend-Visual SME were located in the visual cortex (\( p = .002; \) Figure 4C, left). We did not identify a subsequent effect in the later interval. These findings suggest that successful memory encoding relies on engagement of occipital areas as reflected by an alpha band decrease. Besides, alpha sources reflecting an increase were found in the right SMG (\( p = .019; \) Figure 4C, right), indicating disengagement of the auditory system. The latter effect was, however, not reflected at the sensor level. Summarizing, these results suggest that decreased visual alpha accompanied by increased auditory alpha promotes successful encoding of visually attended items.

**Subsequent Memory Effect for Auditory Attended Items**

We then performed the SME analysis for the Attend-Auditory condition. Figure 5A and 5B top panels show the TFR of power for the Attend-Auditory HIT versus Attend-Auditory MISS conditions in the early and late rehearsal, respectively. In the early rehearsal interval, we found a relative alpha decrease over left temporal areas associated with better memory encoding. In the late rehearsal interval, we found increased alpha activity over posterior sensors. A cluster-based randomization test revealed two clusters: a negative cluster over left temporal sensors in the early rehearsal period and a positive cluster over parieto-occipital sensors in the late rehearsal period (1–1.6 sec: \( p = .041; \) 1.6–2.6 sec: \( p = .003; \) Figure 5B). The source reflecting memory-related alpha power decrease in the early time

---

**Figure 4.** Alpha band activity for Attend-Visual HIT versus Attend-Visual MISS. (A) The TFR of power for the contrast Attend-Visual HIT versus Attend-Visual MISS. (B) Scalp topographies of the differences in the 8–12 Hz band for 1–1.6 sec and 1.6–2.6 sec after stimulus onset. Sensors marked with dots are part of the significant clusters obtained in a permutation analysis controlling for multiple comparisons (\( p < .05 \)). (C) Source reconstruction of the difference in alpha power modulation during the early rehearsal period (1–1.6 sec) in visual cortex and SMG (Attend-Visual HIT vs. Attend-Visual MISS). The regions of significant difference were identified using a cluster-level permutation test (\( p < .05 \)). This allowed us to control for multiple comparisons in visual cortex and bilateral SMG, respectively. Negative significant clusters in visual cortex and a positive significant cluster in right SMG were found.
window was strongest in left SMG ($p = .044$; Figure 5A, bottom). This might reflect that engagement of the left extended auditory system boosts memory encoding of auditory items. In the late time window, we found sources reflecting memory encoding in the visual cortex ($p = .053$; Figure 5B, bottom). This is likely to reflect the disengagement of the visual system to prevent distraction during rehearsal. The posterior alpha difference occurs somewhat late after the stimulus offset; however, it is consistent with the findings from Meeuwissen’s study (Meeuwissen, Takashima, Fernandez, & Jensen, 2011).

**Incidental Encoding of Visual Items**

We then set out to investigate the neuronal activity associated with the incidental encoding of unattended items. We did this by comparing the TFRs of power for Unattended-Visual HIT versus Unattended-Visual MISS (Figure 6). We observed a highly robust decrease in alpha power over posterior sensors in the memory rehearsal interval (1–2.6 sec; Figure 6A). The topography revealed the strongest effect in the alpha band in sensors over occipital regions (1–1.6 sec: $p = .018$; 1.6–2.6 sec: $p = .01$; Figure 6B). The significant sources of the alpha decrease were found in the visual cortex in the late interval (1.6–2.6 sec; $p = .002$; Figure 6C). We propose that the incidental encoding of Unattended-Visual items might be reflected by a relative reduction of occipital alpha band activity reflecting the engagement of the visual system.

**Incidental Encoding of Auditory Items**

Next, we investigated the modulations in oscillatory activity associated with the incidental encoding of unattended auditorily presented words. The TFRs of power for the Unattended-Auditory HIT versus Unattended-Auditory MISS contrasts shown in Figure 7A revealed a significant power decrease in the alpha band during the late rehearsal period. The corresponding topographical plots are shown in Figure 7B. When statistically comparing HIT versus MISS for the Unattended-Auditory condition, we found a cluster over occipital-parietal-temporal sensors for the second time window (1.6–2.6 sec; $p = .011$). Contrary to our expectation, source reconstruction indicated that the power decrease for late rehearsal was produced in the visual areas ($p = .007$; Figure 7C). These could be explained by the incidental encoding of unattended words being reflected by visual imagery in the visual cortex.

**Figure 5.** Alpha band activity for Attend-Auditory HIT versus Attend-Auditory MISS. (A) 1–1.6 sec early rehearsal period. Top: difference in TFRs of power for the contrasts Attend-Auditory HIT versus Attend-Auditory MISS illustrating grand-averaged activity for all participants across sensors of significant clusters (marked by dots in topographical plots). Middle: scalp topographies of the difference in the 8–12 Hz band. Sensors marked with dots are part of significant clusters obtained from a permutation analysis ($p < .05$). Bottom: source reconstruction of the difference in alpha power in visual cortex and SMG (Attend-Auditory HIT vs. Attend-Auditory MISS). The regions of significant difference were identified using a cluster-level permutation test ($p < .05$). This allowed us to control for multiple comparisons in visual cortex and bilateral SMG, respectively. A negative significant cluster in left SMG was found. (B) The 1.6–2.6 sec late rehearsal period. The annotations are similar as described for A.
Lastly, we asked if the modulation in alpha band activity reflected individual memory performance. Across participants, we correlated the difference in posterior alpha power for the Attend-Visual versus Attend-Auditory condition with memory performance ($d_0$ value) for the Attend-Visual condition (Figure 8A). We selected posterior sensors because posterior parietal alpha modulation significantly correlated with memory performance (Park et al., 2014). We observed a significant negative correlation in the early interval. This suggests that participants who can successfully decrease posterior alpha activity during visual encoding also have better memory for the visual modality. On the contrary, a positive correlation was found in the auditory modality, which was significant in the late interval (Figure 8B). This suggests that participants who can increase their alpha activity during the encoding of auditory items have better memory for that modality. In short, these data suggest that a better ability to modulate posterior alpha activity during memory encoding leads to better subsequent memory performance in a modality-specific manner.

**DISCUSSION**

We used MEG to examine modulations of alpha activity in a cross-modal LTM task. We presented participants’ auditory (words) and visual (pictures) stimuli simultaneously and asked participants to attend to only one of the modalities. We found that successful LTM encoding was reflected by an alpha power decrease in the sensory region of the to-be-attended modality (Figures 4 and 5). The modulations were predictive of individual memory performance. Moreover, the alpha power increase in the sensory region of the to-be-ignored modality might serve to suppress this modality. This interpretation could be further substantiated in a future EEG/fMRI study by considering if the alpha increase is associated with a BOLD decrease. This suggests that oscillatory alpha band activity reflects the engagement and disengagement of sensory regions in a cross-modal setting supporting LTM encoding.
The notion that alpha oscillatory activity serves to allocate resources during memory encoding is derived from studies on attention (Mazaheri et al., 2014; Thut et al., 2006; Worden et al., 2000), working memory (Dube et al., 2013; Jokisch & Jensen, 2007; Thut et al., 2006; Sauseng et al., 2005; Klimesch, Doppelmayr, Schwaiger, Auinger, & Winkler, 1999), and LTM (Park et al., 2014; Waldhauser, Johansson, & Hanslmayr, 2012; Meeuwissen et al., 2011). On the basis of these findings, we focused specifically on alpha activity in a cross-modal encoding task. The distinct dynamics of alpha power modulation extends the notion that alpha band activity is involved in LTM encoding by modulating the functional engagement and disengagement of sensory specific regions. That is, alpha power decreases in task-relevant areas and increases in task-irrelevant areas (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010).

Modulations of alpha band activity with attention and memory has been extensively reported in visual and somatosensory regions. However, recently, alpha band modulations have also been reported in the extended auditory system including the SMG (Mazaheri et al., 2014; Weisz, Muller, Jarzev, & Bertrand, 2014). Further intracranial recordings have confirmed the existence of alpha activity in the auditory system (Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011). In our study, we found alpha band modulation in SMG rather than in primary auditory cortex per se. Previous neuroimaging studies have implicated the SMG in higher-level auditory-verbal processing. For instance, left SMG is activated both during speech perception and pitch memory (Sabri et al., 2008; Gaab et al., 2003; Celsis et al., 1999). Furthermore, performance is impaired in a phonological decision task after perturbating the SMG with TMS (Hartwigsen et al., 2010). This has led to the speculation that the left SMG plays a vital role in successful auditory-verbal memory encoding. Thus, we speculate that the increase of alpha in the SMG might reflect the disengagement of the extended auditory-verbal system, which then reflects reduced memory formation for aurally presented items. Conversely, a lack of alpha increase in SMG is taken to facilitate successful encoding of auditory items. This is further confirmed by decreased alpha activity in left SMG in the Attend-Auditory SME. It is, at this stage, not clear to us why we find an alpha decrease reflecting subsequent memory for words in left SMG, whereas when comparing the visual to auditory encoding, we found the right SMG to be implicated. Possibly this is explained by left hemisphere dominance in language-related function processing (Ojemann, Ojemann, Lettich, & Berger, 1989). It should also be mentioned that the lateral posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which includes the SMG, has been implicated in LTM processes in several brain imaging studies (Uncapher & Wagner, 2009). From these studies, the view has emerged that increased activation in dorsal PPC is associated with later memory success whereas the engagement of ventral lateral PPC reflects later memory failure. Assuming that increased alpha activity reflects disengagement, this notion is not easily reconciled with our findings pertaining to subsequent memory in the left SMG. However, the difference in alpha power in the right SMG when comparing the visual to auditory contrast might reflect a differential engagement of the ventral lateral PPC associated with supramodal memory encoding (Uncapher & Wagner, 2009).

Several M/EEG studies have shown that decreased alpha activity (Park et al., 2014; Hanslmayr, Spitzer, & Bauml, 2009; Spitzer, Hanslmayr, Opitz, Mecklinger, & Bauml, 2009; Sederberg et al., 2006) as well as increased alpha activity (Meeuwissen et al., 2011; Khader, Jost, Ranganath, & Rosler, 2010) are related to successful memory encoding. This seems to paint a rather complex picture of the relation between brain oscillations and memory formation. In Meeuwissen’s study (Meeuwissen et al., 2011), participants were instructed to retrieve the order of three words, and they found that parieto-occipital alpha power during the rehearsal period was markedly stronger for successfully than unsuccessfully encoded LTM sequences. The rehearsal of the words probably relied heavily on language-related areas and thus was associated with a strong posterior alpha increase. A study by Park et al. (2014) used a paradigm in which a cue indicated where an upcoming picture should be encoded or ignored. In line with our findings, they demonstrated that alpha power in posterior regions served to gate encoding. Besides, incidental encoding was associated with an insufficient alpha increase. Importantly, they quantified the cuing interval before the onset of the memory items. In our study, we applied a cross-modal paradigm in which we characterized the oscillatory brain activity after item onset, that is, the alpha band.
encoding and rehearsal period. Thus, we found that the anticipatory effects identified by Park et al. extend into the encoding and rehearsal period for both the visual and auditory modality.

Attention and memory are likely to share overlapping mechanisms (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Norman, 1968). This is supported by the correlation between posterior alpha difference during the visual versus auditory attention contrast and memory performance, that is, a negative correlation in visual memory performance and a positive correlation in auditory memory performance. This suggests that modality-specific changes in alpha activity reflect attentional modulation, which facilitates successful LTM encoding. These results also suggest that difficulties in prioritizing attention and suppressing irrelevant information in elderly people (Guerreiro, Murphy, & Van Gerven, 2010) might be because of an inability to successfully modulate alpha activity.

Our findings provide evidence that alpha activity gates LTM encoding. Successful memory encoding is facilitated if alpha activity decreases in task-relevant areas to encode relevant information and increases in task-irrelevant areas to block out irrelevant information. To further explore the mechanistic underpinnings of these findings, future work may involve TMS to entrain visual regions at ∼10 Hz in the auditory encoding condition to investigate the possible enhancement of auditory memory performance. This will allow us to determine a causal role of the alpha band activity for attentional allocation, supporting memory encoding.

In conclusion, our study adds to a growing body of evidence demonstrating that gating to different regions is reflected by local alpha band activity. We have here demonstrated that this mechanism also works in a modality-specific manner when LTM representation must be encoded and rehearsed.
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